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FOREWORD
From the Editor

) vents have a way of preceding events. Since the
composition of the rock musical Hair some thirty years
before the oncoming millennium, soothsayers and
ordinary citizens alike have not only been expecting but indeed
have been enacting some sort of massive reformation, whether
political, critical, sesthetic, emotional, or simply generically
serendipitous, that is due at the turn of the century. The Age
of Aquarius, the Harmonic Convei^ence, the clan wars in
Kuwait and the Balkans, the perpetual instability portrayed by
CNN Headline News, the emergence of social-ideological
literary criticism, the eruption of countless new psychotherapies, the Y2K computer bug, and indeed the expansion of
"Enlightenment" studies are all examples of millennial events
happening in advance and in anticipation of the new millen
nium itself. Science has further accentuated the dislocated,
precursory character of the millennial excitement by re-dating
the birth of Christ, thereby allowing us a four-year intermillennial period between 1996 (historically the 2000th year
Anno Domini) and the arrival of the calendrical twenty-first
century.
Whatever its unstable name—"the eighteenth century," "the
Enlightenment," "the early modern era," "the Restoration and
Augustan Age"—our period of study was likewise an intercalary
event. Ideologues as diverse as the rowdy leaders of the French
Revolution and the understated Ben Franklin were eager to
rationalize or recalibrate or otherwise adjust the calendar.
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Bishop Burnet and others were preoccupied with determing or
revising the dates of early and pre-historic events. The
Enlightenment epoch was half done when, in 1752, England
joined Europe in the switch from Julian to Gregorian calendars.
More speculatively, the Enlightenment was always in search of
some elusive calendrical anchor, foundation, or reference point.
1666 had been a reasonable enough symbolic date for some sort
of conflagration, but otherwise the period was notably short on
numerologically significant junctures at which to schedule its
revolutionary, millennial, or soteriological expectations. "1789"
lacks the symbolic power of "1666" or any of the bigtime
round numbers. Our favorite period found itself oversupplied
with lots of big events, formidable scientific advances, wondrous
discoveries, and transformative movements, yet it lingered on
the early side of millennial metamorphoses.
Released on the brink of the third millennium, this volume
of 1650-1850: Ideas, yEsthetics, and Inquiries in the Early Modern
Era has evolved into an apt representation of the intercalary,
anticipatory, and metamorphic mentality of the Enlightenment.
Its essays all deal in diverse and compelling ways with issues of
historical representation and chronological displacement or
polyvalence. One group of essays evaluates the Augustan taste
for non-historical representations of history, for a kind of antihistory in which normal historical, temporal, and reportorial
constraints are removed. Will McConnell scuttles the historicist
criticism of Congreve (and other Enlightenment dramatists) by
arguing that Congreve never claimed to represent historical
reality, that his audience expected him to represent counter- or
supra-historical concerns. Congreve is historical, but in an
unhistorical way, dramatizing an unreal rather than a real
history. David Radcliffe takes up this same theme of the
artificiality or unreality of history, explaining in luscious detail
how the modern idea of "culture" (and history) was generated
by the overwrought Spenserianism and Cothicism of the
eighteenth century. Judith Dorn agrees, predicating her study
of Ann Yearsley on the premise that gothicism is not about but
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instead is in relation to history. Gothicism is an artful way of
asserting authorial agency upon history, of making history into
an artifact. This question of the non-historical artificiality of
history likewise fascinates Jennifer Georgia, whose encyclopedi
cally rich analysis of manners and etiquette represents cultivated
behavior as a liaison between the coercive power of the state
and the gentle disinterestedness of the sesthetic. Together, the
essays comprising this subset of the volume comprise a
challenging critique of New Historicism and other ideological
criticisms. They expose the naive realism of a critical
movement that anchors art in a reified history rather than
asking how that history was artificed.
A second set of essays attends to the role of cognitive
processes in the making of cultural history. In a groundbreak
ing study of the philosopher John Locke, Andrew Norris notes
that Locke's discussion of political judgment resonates with
while it innovates upon Locke's rather more conventional
treatment of sesthetic judgment. Recognizing that Lockean
practical judgment seems to lack explicit precedents like those
from which Locke derives his notions about aesthetic judgment,
Norris conjectures that Locke's conceptions of the Civil State
and of moral judgment analogize his picture of the judgment of
art. In another re-evaluation of a major (if often stereotyped)
author, James Noggle overturns received opinion about Pope's
boisterous confidence and philosophical optimism. Noggle's
Pope was fascinated by skepticism. Pope's ribald deployment
of contrary aphorisms and clever equivocations represents the
involutions of a mind far less certain of itself and far more
unstable than we had been led to believe.
There are many other types of major authors waiting to be
re-evaluated, one of them being the "mad" author, the author
who writes from the topos of insanity. The chief of this
numerous tribe of artful Augustan lunatics was surely William
Cowper. Most scholars of Cowper have dismissed many of his
poses, voices, personse, and gestures as the piebald productions
of a single lunatic mind, but David Paxman advances a daring
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new hypothesis, that Cowper's various poses should all be
taken equally and seriously. Paxman's Cowper is not interested
in putting disparate masks on a single crazy mind, but instead
relishes the play of inconsistent mentalities, of disintegrated
voices and poses. In the same vein, Peter Fosl attempts to
move the peripheral, bizarre, and offbeat moments in David
Hume to the front and center of this familiar philosopher's
oeuvre. For Fosl, Hume's discussions of animals and animality
are at the core of the arch-empiricist's effort to represent the
vacillations of the human mind and to grapple with extrarational mental states.
Another way to represent if not deal with unstable mental
and historical states is to turn to the exotic and foreign, to tell
familiar stories outside of their proper time or in usual settings.
Two essays in this volume evaluate this response to the
unfamiliarities of the Enlightenment. Arthur Weitzman takes
the long view on Scheherezade and the 1,001 Nights, using
versions of these Arabian tales from the eighteenth century
through the Disney era to illuminate the mainstream
Enlightenment conception of itself as outside the mainstream.
Klaus Stierstorfer looks at Enlightenment excursions beneath
high culture and into past, pre-Enlightenment times by defining
the genre of apprentice drama, with special reference to
nineteenth-century dramas on the "London Merchant" theme.
Both Weitzman and Stierstorfer explore tensions between
universalized Enlightenment values and the counterEnlightenment cultures and conventions that provide an exotic
vehicle for them. This tension is picked up and amplified by
Father John Panagiotou, who looks at the conservative, indeed
Orthodox, side of Enlightenment in his probe of Greek
Orthodox asceticism in an era normally associated with baroque
excess, worldly splendor, and commitment to reason.
Panagiotou surprises us with the variety of religious expression
possible within the seemingly standardized environment of
"Orthodoxy." Surprise is no stranger to Michel Huysseune,
who tackles the baffling problem of Volney's use of evocative.
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romantic ruins in faraway places to express the scientific
empiricism and philosophical buoyancy of western thought.
Huysseune's study of iconic displacement, of metaphoric
vehicles that seem not only to belie but to antagonize their
tenors, revolves on the idea of experience, something that can
occur with equal vivacity in clear-headed scientific investigation
or in sublime encounters with ruined heathen temples. Ditto
for Evelyne Keitel's reflections on Indian captivity narratives,
which seem to stress local customs but that in fact constitute a
globalized, pan-cultural vindication of modern western values.
The highly turbulent and yet genially confident character of
these essays shows that a new era of interdisciplinary,
intercultural scholarship on the Enlightenment era is already
underway. In analyzing the Enlightenment literature, art, and
philosophy of anticipation, the savants writing for this volume
have already stabilized the field of instability and have provided
a beginning for scholarship of the new millennium even before
we are in that forthcoming period. Seeing tomorrow in
yesterday, they have insured that today's criticism looks
forward into futurity.
KEVIN L. COPE
Baton Rouge
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